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1. Summary
As the project is almost finalized, the Second Webinar was used to share the results with interested
people. While the first Webinar concentrated on the results of the pilot projects, the Second
Webinar focused on the software tools which were developed within the project. One important
goal of the webinar was to train stakeholders how to use the tools.
At the beginning Katja Karba of the development agency Sinergija introduced the goals and outputs
of the project. Furthermore, she presented thematic and communicational results such as the
energy savings of the pilot project and the number of participants involved in project events.
Afterwards Robert Pratter (4ward Energy research) introduced the Autarky Rate Tool, which can be
used without expertise. The tool evaluates the technical, economic and ecological impacts of
different producer and storage constellations. The speaker explained all relevant measurements,
which must be included by the users. Moreover, he demonstrated how the tool is used and he
described the outputs, given by the tool.
Subsequently Filip Rukavina (University Zagreb) presented the Optimal Sizing Calculator and the
Optimal Heat Source Scheduler. He explained the ideas of the tools. The Optimal Sizing Calculator
calculates the optimal sizes of photovoltaic plants and battery storage systems while the Optimal
Heat Source Scheduler can be used to identify the optimal schedule of the heat source when
thermal energy storages are used. In addition to that he explained the different features of the
tools and demonstrated how the tools can be used. For those two tools more knowledge is
necessary.
At the end of the event representatives of the four pilot projects presented their results. Andrea
Dornhofer (Energy and Innovation Centre Weiz) presented the Weizberg Church, which received a
central thermal energy storage tank in connection with decentralized hot water storage tanks in
order to increase the energy efficiency. Martina Krizmanić Pećnik (North- West Croatia Energy
Agency) introduced the Manor Bračak, where photovoltaic plants and a storage system were
implemented. Subsequently Elisa Marino (City of Cuneo) demonstrated how the sloping elevator was
improved by adding photovoltaic plants along the runway of the elevator. Štefan Žohar
(Development agency Sinergija) presented the implementation of paraffin bases latent storages in
connection with geothermal district heating system at a listed building in Lendava. Moreover, the
challenges and measures were shown. It was stressed that the monitoring process is still in progress
while all investments are finalized.

2. Date and place
The webinar took place online on the 1st of March, 2022 via Zoom.

3. Number and types of participants/target groups
The total number of webinar registrants was 48, 34 of them attended the webinar.
All registered participants received the presentation as information material.

4. Topics tackled and links to deliverables, outputs
Since D.C.6.6 and D.C.6.1 have quite similar objectives, they are combined in one report.
The aim of the event was to show participants and stakeholders how to use the tools.

At the beginning Katja Karba introduced the objectives of the project. All of them have been
achieved.
Tools and a transnational strategy for the implementation and capitalisation of energy storages have
been developed and adopted by external organisations and institutions.
Furthermore, the pilot activities, which have been carried out, demonstrate the establishment of
energy and thermal storages. All pilot projects have been finalized and the energy efficiency could
be increased.
Moreover, workshops, trainings for trainers and Webinars were organized.
Other topics were the presentation of the software tools and of the pilot projects.
It was explained and demonstrated how the different tools can be used. Thus, the tools can help
external users and organisations to enhance their energy efficiency by using renewable energy
resources and storage systems. In addition to the tools the exact results of the pilot activities were
shown.

5. Expected effects and follow up
Since the pilot projects were the main topic at the First Webinar, the Second Webinar focused on
the three software tools. Each of them allows their users to increase their energy efficiency as well
as their energy independence. Moreover, users can reduce their carbon dioxide emissions and their
energy usage. The event helped to make the tools known to the public. Hence, more homeowners,
organisations and institutions will use the tools. In a long-term perspective the tools help to
increase the usage of renewable energy resources and storage systems. Accordingly, they contribute
to the energy transition.
The satisfactory results of the pilot project can have an exemplary function.
Consequently, other cities can be inspired to improve their listed buildings as well.
Before the project ends the final project conference (D.C.6.3), where the tools and the results of
the project can be promoted, will take place.

6. Discussion
After every agenda item there was the opportunity to ask questions about a certain presentation.
At the end of the event questions could be asked about all the presentation. Most questions
concerned the future of the project. Since the project ends this month (March 2022), it is
interesting to know how the results, achieved within this project, will be used after the finalization
of Store4HUC.
It was asked, whether the tools presented could be updated. Robert Pratter and Filip Rukavina
answered that they had some ideas how to do that. The Autarky Rate Tool could be updated by
including an advanced mode, where users have the possibility to include their own profiles. A
concern of participants was also that the energy price, which is a needed feature for the tools, can
change severely. But the speakers could confirm that the tools will be updated frequently. The tool
could also be improved by adding the possibility for users to use their own energy prices instead of
the average price.
There were also questions about the positive effects and the transferability of the pilot project.
It was asked, whether the pilot intervention in Italy would influence future policies of the project.
Andrea Dornhofer stated that the positive effects include lower heat losses, especially during the

summer. Moreover, the efficiency and the lifetime of the plant are increased. The Croatian representative
Martina Krizmanić Pećnik explained that the pilot serves as a good practice example and therefore
promotes the use of renewable energy resources at historical urban centres.
Through the project the staff gained more knowledge for future renovations.
Elisa Marino from the city of Cuneo explained that the pilot proves the importance of implementing
renewable energy resources. Through the project the general awareness for the energy topic is higher and
the city is encouraged to become even more sustainable, by implementing projects in other areas of the
town. Since the usage of renewable energy and storage system were tested on a small scale, it might help
to use the systems for other buildings and transportation.
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w.hofstetter@klimabuendnis.org
luca.galeasso@envipark.com
robert.pratter@4wardenergy.at
m.heidenreich@ic-ces.at
kontakt@archisolar.de
hubertelmar@web.de
info@energieberater-hunsrueck.de
katja@ra-sinergija.si
franz.kern@w-e-i-z.com
isabella.kolb@reiterer-scherling.at
mario.vasak@fer.hr
t.lorenz@ic-ces.at
valerija@siol.net
jozica@ra-sinergija.si
matejka@lrf-pomurje.si
christoph@immergo.de
kristjan@lrf-pomurje.si
peter.kerschenbauer@reiterer-scherling.at
mjagarcec@regea.org
mkpecnik@regea.org
andrea.dornhofer@w-e-i-z.com
rafael.bramreiter@ea-stmk.at
elisa.marino@comune.cuneo.it
xhoi.zhupani@innovationszentrum-weiz.at
info@zitek.si
bertuzzii@unione.labassaromagna.it
m.reisenbichler@aee.at
sarareynaud@live.fr
a.muno@klimabuendnis.org
franziska.droege@wunstorf.de
danijela.vrtaric@menea.hr
m.weigold@klimabuendnis.org
tadeja.bencak@gmail.com
daniel.grah@siol.net
sodelovanje@las-goricko.si
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brunopiacenza5@gmail.com
p.krichbaum@climatealliance.org
marco.piacenza@comune.cuneo.it
stefan.zohar@gmail.com
gottfried.koeberl@innovationszentrum-weiz.at
bojan@lea-pomurje.si
m.heidenreich@ic-ces.at (1)
josip.siljeg@fer.hr
josip.siljeg@mc2.hr
francesco.abate949@gmail.com
filip.rukavina@fer.hr
lentzsch@forum-energieberatung.de
andrea.dornhofer@innovationszentrum-weiz.at
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7.5. Media coverage
https://www.facebook.com/store4huc/posts/2017875301724142?__cft__[0]=AZVsB
35HOZZUght3Rz-hMcGP3157090rzRd1VSu4AlHyROpiqs9BBe5sd3WAEvBI6AaenIAqvUXFcGeWsD_do1UuaXTUN41YI_UOoynnpIj
NSmAck-fMDM8l4kcbXCYQBKBmP2w7aeUmmXZwpzkcZ9JVC_h84skWZjb4V7Y0Ddpkqma1ZZE
NeYqVeLnwwvhDs&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6897860038585675776

7.6. Web-links
https://www.klimabuendnis.org/events/events/events-detail/instrumente-fuer-dasenergiemanagement-im-ueberblick.html
https://archive.newsletter2go.com/?n2g=ka648rqf-niwg5br4-65y
https://www.climatealliance.org/events/events/events-detail/energy-managementtools-at-a-glance.html
https://archive.newsletter2go.com/?n2g=ka648rqf-kwvxbjqb-y2f
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